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Join Bartholomew Cubbins in Dr. Seuss’s Caldecott Honor–winning picture book about a king’s magical mishap! Bored
with rain, sunshine, fog, and snow, King Derwin of Didd summons his royal magicians to create something new and
exciting to fall from the sky. What he gets is a storm of sticky green goo called Oobleck—which soon wreaks havock all
over his kingdom! But with the assistance of the wise page boy Bartholomew, the king (along with young readers) learns
that the simplest words can sometimes solve the stickiest problems.
My name is Jonah Johnson, and I'm in the 6th grade - but please call me Joe. My best friend is a bushy-tailed talking red
fox that's changed my life forever. He's trapped in a burning forest now and I don't know if I can save him in time. All I
know is the forest has given me powers, making me faster and stronger, and I hope that's enough. This is my last chance
to save Fox before all is lost.
An action packed, heartwarming and exhilarating adventure from C.G. Stewart!Become one of the few humans to peak
into the secret world of the animals.One little panda, who yearns for a life of adventure outside the safe confines of the
zoo, gets more than he bargained for and endures a life threatening journey filled with danger, excitement and a new
found unbreakable friendship.A story of friendship, love and resistance that pits two young, innocent friends against old
school evil. Follow them as they use their knowledge, quick wits (and some unknown secret qualities!!) to survive
unknown cities, dangerous enemies and perilous situations.
New York Times Bestseller * National Book Award Longlist From bestselling and award-winning author Sara
Pennypacker comes a beautifully wrought, utterly compelling novel about the powerful relationship between a boy and
his fox. Pax is destined to become a classic, beloved for generations to come. Pax and Peter have been inseparable ever
since Peter rescued him as a kit. But one day, the unimaginable happens: Peter's dad enlists in the military and makes
him return the fox to the wild. At his grandfather's house, three hundred miles away from home, Peter knows he isn't
where he should be—with Pax. He strikes out on his own despite the encroaching war, spurred by love, loyalty, and grief,
to be reunited with his fox. Meanwhile Pax, steadfastly waiting for his boy, embarks on adventures and discoveries of his
own. . . . Pax is a wonderful choice for independent reading, sharing in the classroom, homeschooling, and book groups.
Plus, don't miss Pax, Journey Home, the sequel to the award-winning and modern classic Pax.
A book full of secret tips on potty traning is also full of fun and laughter.
My whole world turned upside down when I moved to a new city and met a talking fox. He's lots of fun but gets me into
lots of trouble. He becomes my best friend and that makes it tough when bad people are always trying to capture him. I
don't have to tell you, but it's hard being a kid! I've got to deal with the school bully and help save my mom's house. Most
of all, I've got to protect my best friend Fox.
From the Pulitzer Prize-winning author Lawrence Wright, whose bestselling thriller 'The End of the October' all but
predicted our current pandemic, comes another momentous account, this time of COVID-19: its origins, its myriad
repercussions, and the ongoing fight to contain it.
The extraordinary #1 New York Times bestseller about the ability of books to feed the soul even in the darkest of times.
Nominated as one of America's best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. When Death has a story to tell,
you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier, and will become
busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living outside of Munich, who scratches out a meager existence for herself by
stealing when she encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the help of her accordion-playing foster father,
she learns to read and shares her stolen books with her neighbors during bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man
hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted writing that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus Zusak, author
of I Am the Messenger, has given us one of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of book that can be lifechanging.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place on the same shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank.”
—USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
Welcome to the weirdest day of my life. My name is Jake and I'm just an average 6th grader that was invited to sit at the
cool kids' lunch table. Now I've got to rescue a crazy girl who thinks she's a princess that's come to save me. Before I can
do that, I'll be chased by an angry monkey, hunted by a hungry dinosaur, and abducted by an ugly alien (and that's not
all)! I should mention that the princess thinks she's from another planet. Nothing weird about that.The only way I can
make everything right is to find out what's behind the glowing door I've dreamed about every night of my life.
From the acclaimed Booker Prize-winning author comes a dazzling novel of family, love and love's disappointments
Anna's aged mother is dying. Condemned by her children's pity to living, subjected to increasingly desperate medical
interventions, she turns her focus to her hospital window, through which she escapes into visions of horror and delight.
When Anna's finger vanishes and a few months later her knee disappears, Anna too feels the pull of the window. She
begins to see that all around her, others are similarly vanishing, yet no one else notices. All Anna can do is keep her
mother alive. But the window keeps opening wider, taking Anna and the reader ever deeper into an eerily beautiful story
of grief and possibility, of loss and love and orange-bellied parrots. Hailed on publication in Australia as Richard
Flanagan's greatest novel yet, The Living Sea of Waking Dreams is a rising ember storm illuminating what remains when
the inferno beckons: one part elegy, one part dream, one part hope.
The countryside of New England is depicted in the pictures accompanying this folk song in which a fox travels many
miles to get dinner for his wife and ten cubs.
The fourth book in the action-packed and highly imaginative The Secret Zoo series, about a group of middle school
friends who discover a hidden zoo in their very own neighborhood! The zoo's archenemy, the evil DeGraff, is closing in
for the first time since he was driven out of the Secret Zoo. On Halloween night, Noah and his friends must battle
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terrifying sasquatches that have attacked their own elementary school. Little do they know the sasquatches are a trap!
When DeGraff captures three of Noah's friends, can the kids ally with their rivals in order to save every person and
animal in the zoo—all while dodging the town's police? An entertaining and fast-moving series that's perfect for reluctant
readers and will appeal to fans of Dan Gutman, Michael Buckley, and Andrew Clements. School Library Journal said,
"Fans of fantasy, animal fiction, and adventure will enjoy this fast-moving story."
A treasure trove of fun and friendship with a talking fox, for kids 8-12. Sure to keep everyone entertained throughout the
holidays and new year. Enjoyed by thousands of happy readers. Readers' Favorite Children's Book Award Winner Over
500 five-star series reviews on Amazon and Goodreads! This collection includes books 1-6 of the My Fox Series in one
huge 600+ page volume (not a boxed set): * Book 1 - My Fox Ate My Homework * Book 2 - My Fox Ate My Cake * Book
3 - My Fox Ate My Alarm Clock * Book 4 - My Fox Begins * Book 5 - My Fox Ate My Report Card * Book 6 - My Fox, My
Friend Forever My name is Jonah Johnson and I'm in the sixth grade - but please call me Joe. I don't have to tell you, but
it's hard being a kid! My whole world turned upside down when I moved to a new city with my mom and met a talking fox.
He's lots of fun but gets me into lots of trouble. I've got to protect him from people all over the planet who want to capture
him. I've also got to deal with the school bully and help save my mom's house! For a limited time, unlock the **BONUS**
My Cat Ate My Homework tie-in in this collection! 7 books for the price of 4 in this Mammoth volume! $62.76 Now only
$39.99! A modern children's fantasy series The My Fox books have been described by readers and reviewers as
capturing their hearts like The Little Prince. Each enjoyable story averages 100 pages or less, grabbing the attention of
reluctant readers in elementary and middle school. My Fox is a hilarious fantasy series for kids, teachers, and parents.
What readers are saying about these books: "Best series! My seven and nine year olds thoroughly enjoyed this series!"
????? "Great series of books from an author who knows children!" ????? "My daughter, who is ten years old, reads a
book a month and said this was the best book she has ever read." ????? "Fun and entertaining. David Blaze writes in a
way that kids "get it". ????? "Love this Read it to my 8 year old daughter who is obsessed with foxes She loved it also."
????? "My daughters love the book and could not put it down." ????? "It is my absolute favorite book." ????? "I love the
talking fox so much!" ?????
Explore the History and Mythology of Egypt, Greece and Rome! ** 3 Books In 1 - Ancient Egypt, Ancient Greece, Ancient
Rome ** Ancient Egypt: Through exploring the ancient Egyptian ruins and tombs, we have been able to learn much about
their way of life, views of the afterlife, religious beliefs, dynasties, invasions from foreign kingdoms, battle tactics, family,
and more... In this book you will find: How Egypt came to become the first empire The creation myth of Amun-Ra, Osiris,
and Set A timeline of the entire reign of the Egyptian dynastic periods, from the Old Kingdom to Roman Egypt The
Heliopolitan Ennead and its importance Details on some of the most important gods including Ra, Amun-Ra, Anubis,
Bastet, Isis, and Sekhmet Details on the life of some of the most prominent kings including Menes, Cheops, Amenemhet
I, Tuthmosis I and III, Akhenaten, Ramesses II and III, and Ptolemy I Soter The lives of some of the most important
queens and how they gained power including Khentkawes I, Ahmose-Nefertari, Hatshepsut, Tiye, Nefertiti, and the
famed Cleopatra VII How the pyramids and temples were built Busting the myth that the slaves built the pyramids One of
the most prominent myths of the afterlife How the water levels of the Nile caused either prosperity or disaster The daily
lives of Egyptians, how they farmed, their family dynamic, and hygiene And more... Ancient Greece: There are few things
as fascinating and exciting as the world of Ancient Greece, and in the following book, you are going to learn everything
you'll ever need to know about the history and socio-political makeup of the world of Ancient Greece. Where did Greek
culture come from? When did it begin to taste shape? Where there any precursors to the Ancient Greeks? Find the
answers to all of these questions: Start your amazing journey into the world of Ancient Greece with a look at the rise of
Greece in the Archaic era Follow Ancient Greece on its path to great power and prosperity and we move into the hugely
important Classical era Find out how the world changed in massive ways, and Ancient Greece shifts along with the
changing times of the Hellenistic era Learn all about the changing role of Ancient Greece as it takes its place in history
under the rule of the Roman Empire And more... Ancient Rome: Few societies and historical periods capture our
fascination as much as ancient Rome. With a founding steeped in legend, along with the rise and fall of a monarchy, a
republic, and an empire filled with colorful, and often even bizarre, leaders and popular figures, it is no wonder that it has
been the source of inspiration for a multitude of novels, movies, and television shows. While this entertainment fare has
had varying degrees of historical accuracy, a great deal of artistic license does not need to be taken to make the story of
ancient Rome intriguing and scintillating. It was a society and a people rich with a drama that still captures our interest
even today, more than 1500 years since the fall of the great Roman Empire. In this book you are going to find out about:
The founding and rise of the Roman Republic The era of an empire The Christianization of the empire and its impact The
masterpiece of Rome How it becomes a melting pot of theism And more... Don't wait another moment to enjoy from this
information - Get your copy of Ancient Historyright away!
Chili Recipes! Americans love chili. Whether served as a hearty family dinner, a potluck with friends, or as the main dish
for football tailgaters, chili is a crowd-pleaser. This cookbook contains tons of delicious recipes from traditional to
vegetarian to venison. There is no greater comfort food than a delicious mouth-watering bowl of chili. Great with sour
cream, topped with cheese or poured over a hotdog. This cook book is sure to satisfy your chili cravings! Recipes
Include: Classic Chili Recipe Vermont Chili Drunk Ginger Honey Chili Drunk Kentucky Deer Chili Texas Deer Chili
Venison Wine Chili Venison Tequila Chili Pumpkin Turkey Chili Spicy Pumpkin Chili Mile High Green Chili German Texas
Chili Chili Mac Denver Turkey Chili Verde Chipotle Fiesta Chili Fajita Chili Con Carne Cincinnati Chili & Rice Spicy White
Chicken Chili White Turkey Chili Creamy White Chili Tex-Mex Chili Vegetarian Chili Habanero Five Alarm Chili Lamb
Chili Lamb Chili With Lentils Sweet Pork Chili Chinese Chili Vegetarian Chili with Winter Vegetables Smoky Chipotle
Turkey Hominy Chili Classic Chili Con Carne
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Hi! My name is Melissa, and I'm in the 6th grade. I'm getting bullied at school and I don't know how to handle it. To make
matters worse, I've got a crazy cat that can walk and talk like you and me. He thinks he's a superstar! I've got to save him
after he makes a mistake that puts us all in danger! My Cat Ate My Homework is a funny fantasy for kids, teachers, and
parents -- an enjoyable story that pulls in even reluctant readers.
An abandoned English manor transports a young woman to back the Edwardian era—where love and danger await—in this
time travel romance. East Midlands, England, 2013. The once grand Hill House is now surrounded by a shabby town of
pubs and chip shops. As a child, Louisa Arnold was enthralled by the tragic history of its owners, the Mandeville family.
Now, when tragedy strikes her own family, Lou seeks comfort in the ruined corridors Hill House—and is suddenly
transported back to Christmas 1913. As a houseguest of the Mandevilles, Lou befriends the eldest son, Captain Thomas
Mandeville—a man she knows is destined to die in the First World War. Moving between the present and the past, Lou
does everything she can to save the man she loves, unearthing murder and blackmail plots in a desperate race against
time.
My name is Jonah Johnson and I'm in the 6th grade - but please call me Joe. My whole world made sense when a talking
fox came back into it. He's in danger from hunters. Someone is paying them to wipe out all the animals in the forest. If
that wasn't bad enough, I just got the worst report card and I'm afraid to tell my mom!
THE INSTANT #1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER! Find your inspiration in this motivational book from the bestselling author of And the
Good News Is… Lessons and Advice from the Bright Side, beloved co-host of Fox News' The Five and America's Newsroom.
EVERYTHING WILL BE OKAY is a no-nonsense how-to guide to life for young women looking to reframe their thinking, to believe
in themselves, to take risks, to understand their power, and to feel better overall through finding serenity and taking action. Young
women seek out advice from Dana Perino every day—at work, through friends, and on social media. The story of her own quarterlife crisis, And the Good News Is… Lessons and Advice from the Bright Side, brought countless readers to her inbox looking for
guidance. Through her mentorship program, "Minute Mentoring," Dana quickly realized that quarter-life crises have begun
following young women well into their thirties. Many of them are distressed but conceal it with a brave face. Unfortunately, too
much of that can be—and is—exhausting. To help address these challenges, EVERYTHING WILL BE OKAY covers such topics as:
How to manage your relationships (colleagues, family, love)… How to be your best self on the job… How to gauge if you're on the
right career path… How to transition from junior staffer to boss lady… How to solve the biggest problems you're facing… How to
move past perceived obstacles… For everyone from the job-seeker fresh out of college to the ambitious career woman looking to
make her next big jump up the ladder, EVERYTHING WILL BE OKAY has tips, advice, and reassurance for young women
everywhere.
THE PET WAR is a hilarious story about the timeless battles of dog vs. cat, brother vs. sister, know-it-all vs. know-nothing. Elevenyear-old Otto wants a dog. His twelve-year-old perfect sister, Lexi, wants a cat. Their mother, who works very long hours as a
nurse, wants neither. Pets are expensive so who's going to pay for everything? And what happens to the pet when the siblings are
at their dad's for the weekend? Otto has an idea. What if he got a job and earned enough money to pay for the dog? Then Lexi
has to open her big mouth. She proposes that whichever sibling can raise enough money first will decide which pet they get. Oddly
enough, their mom and dad agree. With Otto and Lexi each out to defeat the other, their business plans become more elaborate
and involved. As the competition gets fiercer, the stakes get higher, and the battle lines have been drawn, so let the Pet War
begin. . . .
My FoxThe Complete Series
John Reynolds Gardiner's classic action-packed adventure story about a thrilling dogsled race has captivated readers for more
than thirty years. Based on a Rocky Mountain legend, Stone Fox tells the story of Little Willy, who lives with his grandfather in
Wyoming. When Grandfather falls ill, he is no longer able to work the farm, which is in danger of foreclosure. Little Willy is
determined to win the National Dogsled Race—the prize money would save the farm and his grandfather. But he isn't the only one
who desperately wants to win. Willy and his brave dog Searchlight must face off against experienced racers, including a Native
American man named Stone Fox, who has never lost a race. Exciting and heartwarming, this novel has sold millions of copies and
was named a New York Times Outstanding Children's Book.
????? Over 2,000 five-star reviews for the Secret Agent 6th Grader series on Amazon and Goodreads! Three laugh-out-loud books
bundled into one action-packed collection - Brody Valentine was just a normal kid until he stumbled upon Glitch, a secret agency
at his school... My name is Brody Valentine, and this is the story of how I accidentally became a 6th grade secret agent at my
school. You see, my life is plain and boring, just how i like it. Not too hot - not too cold - perfectly normal. That is, until a dangerous
secret fell into my lap. Everything I knew to be true was completely flipped around and suddenly I've found myself buried in special
codes and conspiracies. Now I'm being hunted because my brain knows a secret about my school so huge that your head would
explode if you heard it. **Note: This paperback collects books 1-3 in a single book and is not a boxed set** This collection includes
three hilarious books in one place: Secret Agent 6th Grader, Secret Agent 6th Grader 2: Ice Cold Suckerpunch, and Secret Agent
6th Grader 3: Extra Large Soda Jerk. What readers are saying: ????? "Great for kids, entertaining for grownups!" ????? "Awesome
to read with kids!" ????? "My 9 year old boy couldn't put it down and now wants the whole series!" ????? "My great grandson
received three Secret Agent books and loved them all!" ????? "The story was perfect for an 11-year-old boy!" ????? "My 10 year
old granddaughter devoured this book!" ????? "My 5th grader loves this book!"
Each of these bonkers short stories takes you on a hilarious mind-swapping adventure. There's a boy trapped in a fly's body. A
toad waiting to be kissed. Horses that know Morse code and aliens who hijack children's bodies. Packed with action and laugh-outloud moments, these seven stories are perfect for both boys and girls, especially those reluctant readers who struggle to find their
next book. Each page-turning tale is delightfully illustrated by Paul Beavis, an award-winning children's illustrator. Suitable for fans
of Andy Griffiths, David Walliams and Paul Jennings.
My name is Jonah Johnson, and I'm in the 6th grade -- but please call me Joe. My whole world was made better when I met a
talking fox. I'm about to find out how Fox got the ability to walk and talk like humans. But before I can, we have to avoid a whole
new enemy that wants to take Fox away. Oh, and Fox teaches a squirrel, opossum, rabbit, and raccoon how to fart!
Acts and Monuments by John Foxe, popularly abridged as Foxe's Book of Martyrs, is a celebrated work of church history and
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martyrology, first published in English in 1563 by John Day. Published early in the reign of Queen Elizabeth I and only five years
after the death of the Roman Catholic Queen Mary I, Foxe's Acts and Monuments was an affirmation of the Protestant
Reformation in England during a period of religious conflict between Catholics and Protestants. Foxe's account of church history
asserted a historical justification that was intended to establish the Church of England as a continuation of the true Christian
church rather than as a modern innovation, and it contributed significantly to a nationalistic repudiation of the Roman Catholic
Church. The sequence of the work, initially in five books, covered first early Christian martyrs, a brief history of the medieval
church, including the Inquisitions, and a history of the Wycliffite or Lollard movement. It then dealt with the reigns of Henry VIII and
Edward VI, during which the dispute with Rome had led to the separation of the English Church from papal authority and the
issuance of the Book of Common Prayer. The final book treated the reign of Queen Mary and the Marian Persecutions. (courtesy
of wikipedia.com)
My Fox is teased by other little foxes because he's different. He has the courage to accept who he is and stand up for animals that
are different from him
Treat yourself to a bite-sized thrill from the queen of kick-ass crime. . . A Fox & O'Hare short story. When rookie FBI agent Kate O'Hare meets
career conman Nick Fox there's bound to be a sting in the tale. Fresh out of Quantico and looking forward to her first FBI assignment, Kate
O'Hare is teamed up with high-end security expert, Nick Fox, to help protect a shipment of valuable Peruvian relics. Problem is, nothing is
what it seems. Nick Fox is actually a con artist and he's about to play the shell game with special agent O'Hare in a high-speed chase with
armoured cars, a few smoke bombs and a little light flirting. It doesn't take long for Nick to discover Kate O'Hare is smart, tenacious, and
when she's conned, she holds a grudge. Life for Fox & O'Hare will never be the same again.
Records the courage and self-reliance of an Indian girl who lived alone for eighteen years on an isolated island off the California coast when
her tribe emigrated and she was left behind.
Ferdinand likes to sit quietly and smell the flowers, but one day he gets stung by a bee and his snorting and stomping convince everyone that
he is the fiercest of bulls.
The first modern Chinese middle grade series to be translated and brought to the English-speaking market, from bestselling author Chen
Jiatong. A young white fox dreams of being human. When his parents are taken from him, long-held secrets and a legend about a miraculous
treasure rise to the surface in this perilous quest for self-discovery.
After 12-year-old Addison Cooke's uncle unearths ancient Incan secrets in Peru, he is kidnapped by a shadowy organization intent on
stealing the treasure unless Addison and his friends can decipher the clues first in this funny, kid-friendly adventure series.
At age 30, Joshua Fields Millburn left his six-figure career, ditched most of his material possessions, and started focusing on life's most
important aspects. Once he embraced his newfound minimalist lifestyle, he never looked back. Suffice it to say, everything has changed in
Millburn's life in the last three years. After his mother died in October 2009 and his marriage ended a month later, he began questioning
everything in his life: his material possessions, his career, his goals, his health, his relationships, his path in life. Soon he discovered
minimalism. In the three years since the author adopted a minimalist lifestyle, he has written more than 300 essays about minimalism and
intentional living. He has written about his journey, his failures, his lessons, and everything he has learned during his transformation. A Day in
the Life of a Minimalist is a collection of his best, most important individual writings--rethought and edited specifically for this collection. This
208-page book contains 50 essays about living a meaningful life with less stuff, including "The Short Guide to Getting Rid of Your Crap," "The
Commodification of Love," "Letting Go of Shitty Relationships," and the title essay. Collectively, these essays are purposefully organized into
nine sections--lifestyle, goals, experiments, clutter, relationships, changes, philosophy, consumer culture, and work--covering a variety of
topics, viewpoints, and arguments within those themes. Also included are a special forward written by Colin Wright (the man who introduced
Millburn to minimalism) and an introduction by Joshua Fields Millburn, as well as two unpublished essays that can't be found anywhere else:
"What If Everyone Was a Minimalist?" and "Work-Life Balance." These essays were written to encourage readers to think critically about the
excess in their lives and, ultimately, to take action towards living more intentionally. This collection is short enough to be read in a few sittings,
or it can be digested slowly, reading one essay a day for nearly two months, applying its principals each day to your own life.
Something strange is happening at the Clarksville City Zoo. Late at night, monkeys are scaling the walls and searching the neighborhood—
but what are they looking for? Noah, his sister Megan, and their best friends, Richie and Ella, live next door to the zoo. Megan is the first to
notice the puzzling behavior of some of the animals. One day Megan disappears, and her brother and their friends realize it's up to them to
find her. Their only choice is to follow a series of clues and sneak into the zoo. But once inside, will they discover there's much more to the
Clarksville City Zoo than they could ever have guessed?
What if you lived in a world where you could 3D print anything you wanted-in an instant? And what if you could, just as quickly, rip apart any
object and break it down into the dust of the universe? In the not-to-distant future, this earth-shattering technology is the reality. Matter, not
money, has become the key to power.Young Zavier Vik follows his war-hero sister into the Global Maker Corps to make the world safer. But,
while Makers use their OzTech printers to create and build, their enemies-the Rippers-seek to destroy and take away what people have.The
Maker Corps recruits cadets with conditions like ADHD, anxiety, bipolar, and dyslexia, knowing these are strengths that feed "fluid thinking" in
battle. Zavier and his squad members must work together, think quickly, and hold back the Ripper threat.Action-packed, entertaining, and
surprising, The Maker War dares you to imagine what could be, if you could create whatever you imagine.
A thrilling stand-alone novel addition to the long-running, popular Man-Kzin Wars series created by New York Times multiple best seller, Larry
Niven. _Ah, the wealth o• the treasure planet be beyond the dreams of Man or the hopes o• Kzin!Ó On Wunderland, a generation after
Liberation, memories of the bloody kzin conquest and Occupation have faded, and men and kzin live largely in peace. But the fabulous
treasure of the kzin pirates, hidden on a distant world, remains a magnet for freebooters. Young Peter Cartwright and his kzinrett friend
Marthar receive information and map from a most unlikely source and soon themselves fighting the most ruthless pirates in Known Space for
an unimaginable prize. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). About the Man-Kzin War Series:
_[The Man-Kzin Wars series is] excellent . . .gripping . . .and expands well on Larry Niven•s universe. . . .Ó _Locus

Teased at school about his younger brother, Jonno hopes his life will change when James goes to a school for autistic children. It
does, but not in the way he expects.
A New York Times Best Illustrated Children's Book of 2011! A picture-book delight by a rising talent tells a cumulative tale with a
mischievous twist. Features an audio read-along! The bear’s hat is gone, and he wants it back. Patiently and politely, he asks the
animals he comes across, one by one, whether they have seen it. Each animal says no, some more elaborately than others. But
just as the bear begins to despond, a deer comes by and asks a simple question that sparks the bear’s memory and renews his
search with a vengeance. Told completely in dialogue, this delicious take on the classic repetitive tale plays out in sly illustrations
laced with visual humor-- and winks at the reader with a wry irreverence that will have kids of all ages thrilled to be in on the joke.
Life today for citizens of the developed world is safer, easier, and healthier than for any other people in history thanks to modern
medicine, science, technology, and intelligence. So why is an epidemic of fear sweeping America? The answer, according to
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nationally renowned health commentator Dr. Marc Siegel, is that we live in an artificially created culture of fear. In False Alarm,
Siegel identifies three major catalysts of the culture of fear—government, the media, and big pharma. With fascinating, blow-byblow analyses of the most sensational false alarms of the past few years, he shows how these fearmongers manipulate our most
primitive instincts—often without our even realizing it. False Alarm shows us how to look behind the hype and hysteria, inoculate
ourselves against fear tactics, and develop the emotional and intellectual skills needed to take back our lives.
My name is Jonah Johnson, and I'm in the 6th grade - but please call me Joe. My whole world just got turned upside down. It's my
first day at a new school and I've already got to deal with the bully. If that wasn't bad enough, there's a talking fox that keeps
getting me into trouble at my new house in the country. I know it sounds crazy, but it's true! To top it all off, I've got to help save my
mom's house!
My name is Jonah Johnson, and I'm in the 6th grade - but please call me Joe. My whole world was turned upside down when I met
a talking fox. He's my best friend now, but Fox is in danger after the school bully, Shane, caught him talking to me at my twelfth
birthday party. To make matters worse, I've got to worry about wet farts and rotten eggs!
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